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RETURN MAIL SERVICE 

Managing and controlling undelivered mail can result in 
high costs, affect customer retention and experience, and 
take up valuable resources that can be used for other more 
productive purposes. At the best of times, the burden of 
Return to Sender (RTS) and Undeliverable as Addressed 
(UAA) mail can also create a ripple effect throughout an 
organization – from departments having to deal with 
remediation to an influx of customer service activity,  
higher labour and postal costs, and more.

Minimize the financial impact of undeliverable  
mail with automation

Streamline your return mail processes and reduce costs 
caused by incorrect data entry, improper postal codes, 
or lack of forwarding addresses with a full-service digital 
workflow. By automating your return mail processes, you 
can create a robust, repeatable process that facilitates the 
collection, digitization and remediation of undeliverable 
mail across your organization. By improving your ability to 
correct undeliverable mail and stay connected with your 
customers you can:

• Cut your remailing costs and reduce the threat of lost or   
   delayed revenue  
• Strengthen compliance with industry regulations  
• Avoid potential fines and help meet sustainability objectives 
• Reconnect with your customers  
• Reduce the volume and cost of RTS mail

Transform your mail department into a highly efficient 
operation that employs the latest best practices that 
support your business objectives. This is where Ricoh 
can help. Our Return Mail Service is a fully managed 
solution to help ease the burden and problems  
caused by RTS and UAA mail so you can focus  
on more important business objectives. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Every piece of mail deemed RTS or UAA can mean  
a lost customer and along with it, the added  
expense and effort associated with replacing that 
hard won revenue stream. Dealing with  
undelivered mail does not have to be a “cost of  
doing business.” Ricoh’s fully managed Return Mail 
Service solution can support you with an  
automated return mail strategy so that your  
RTS and UAA mails can be quickly digitized,  
sorted and routed to the appropriate line of  
business for timely remediation; and provide  
you with the tools to help ensure that your  
customer database is as current as possible. 
  

How we can help automate your return mail processes

Ricoh’s Return Mail Service can streamline your mailroom 
processes and improve your customer experience and 
retention. Our custom-tailored digital return mail workflow 
can also help you drive revenue by ensuring that you deliver 
mail to the correct address, and reduce the time and costs 
associated with managing returned mail.  

Our fully managed solution facilitates the collection, 
digitization and remediation of RTS and UAA mail that 
departments manage within a consistent, centralized 
methodology and tool-set. We’ll support you with the 
information you need to address compliance requirements, 
reduce wasted paper and needless CO

2 emissions from 
failed delivery.

Our innovative technology can also help data work for 
you. Ricoh collects your RTS mail, scans it and extracts the 
recipient’s address and other key data points. We validate 
and correct the address using our change of address 
database access and processing algorithms. Action queues 
segment returned mail by department or document type, 
making it easy to return remediation data — all while giving 
your organization a roll-up view across the entire process. 
Whether correcting customer address information, or 
flagging them to prevent remailing to a known incorrect 
address, our service provides a continual reduction in return 
mail volume and increased cost savings. 

Why Ricoh for your mail process needs
 
• Choose from efficient, affordable and scalable BPaaS  
   (Business Process as-a-Service) options 

• Dedicated service and support teams located across  
   Canada with expertise in a wide range of industries

• Ricoh currently partners with 350 Fortune 500  
   companies to help them digitize and automate their  
   essential business processes

• Customizable solutions and services to support  
   business continuity, even at times of crisis 



RETURN MAIL SERVICE

Case Study

One of Canada’s leading banks streamlined its return 
mail process – resulting in significant savings and better 
customer satisfaction

Challenge

The financial service provider received thousands of 
pieces of return mail each month, caused by incorrect or 
outdated addresses that incurred high costs and affected 
their mail department’s efficiency. It also resulted in 
compliance and security issues due to manual shredding 
processes and the need for secure storage.  
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Find out more about our full range of offerings from our best-in-class Mail Process Services here 

How Ricoh helped

Ricoh customized an end-to-end return mail solution to streamline workflow and provide faster, more accurate processing. 
All returned mail was routed to one of Ricoh’s document processing centres, where our team scanned the returned mail 
and conducted an address validation using the National Change of Address database. The correct address information was 
then transmitted via data files that are automatically routed and updated into the client’s database. This enabled the bank 
to reach their customers and suspend any future correspondence until the correct address was validated. Ricoh’s Return 
Mail Service transformed how returned mail was managed to deliver the following results:

• Reduction in return mail volume overtime that resulted in significant cost savings 
• Automated update of ERP address database 
• Improved security and compliance 
• Improved customer experience and retention

Redefine your mail processes 
for a highly efficient operation
Mailrooms in large organizations 
are often cost centres that require a 
significant labour investment to run 
smoothly. Whether you’re looking for 
a partner to handle the sorting and 
distribution of your physical mail, wish 
to automate and digitize your inbound 
mail and delivery processes, or trying 
to manage and control the high cost of 
return mail, we can create a tailored, full-
service solution to help you transform 
your mail department into a highly 
efficient operation.
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